We are delighted to introduce Pathway, our all-inclusive scanning package.
With a transparent and simple agreement we will even do all the software updates on your behalf, to
make your entry into scanning and design seamless.
All this for only £299.00 per month inclusive of vat.
Included in this lease rental arrangement you would receive:
 1x Ceramill Map 400+ DNA
 1x Ceramill Mind & Match2
 Amann Girrbach Protection Plan
 A technical design course in Sussex or Hull, tailored to your needs with 6 hours verifiable CPD
Fast and precise, high resolution scanning data – these are all features of the fully automated stripe
light Ceramill Map 400+ scanner with its high-sensitivity 3D sensors and a sophisticated and newly
developed "DNA Speed Scanning“ strategy. It reduces scanning times by up to 50 % whilst retaining
consistent precision. As a result, a full jaw scan with results for unlimited use is possible in only 24
seconds.
Furthermore, the scanner with Splitex integration offers a number of valuable and convincing scanning
options such as the digitisation of Triple Tray impressions* and textures, recording of up to 12
stumps* (Multi Die/Multi Cap).
Ceramill Map 400+ generates open stl files.
Benefits of scanning with the Map 400+





Full jaw scan with results for unlimited use in only 24 seconds due to DNA Speed Scanning
High precision digitisation of models with jaw relation
Versatile use (e.g. Impression Scan Triple Tray*, Models, Multi Die*, Colour Texture Scans)
Universal-carrier plate allows flexible scanning of numerous different model systems*

*Optional holder required.
The technical specifications of the Map 400+










Axes: 2
Dimensions: 465 x 515 x 585 mm
Weight: 35 kg
Electrical connected value: 100-240V / 50/60Hz
Electrical fuse: T 2 x 1.25A
Power Output: 80 W
Accuracy: 6 μm
Accuracy implant bars: 10 μm
Full jaw scan: 18 sec.

The Ceramill Mind design software, developed by Amann Girrbach in close collaboration with dental
technicians, meets all requirements. Perfectly coordinated to the Ceramill Map scanner Ceramill Mind
has been seamlessly integrated in the system architecture of the Ceramill system and is

characterised by easy handling, process reliability and precision. The user guidance of the CAD
programme, orientated to the standard laboratory workflow, greatly simplifies the framework
fabrication process and covers an extensive range of indications from crown and bridge to complex
implant restorations or full-denture prosthetics. Features and areas of application are progressively
refined, allowing the Ceramill Mind to be upgraded by a large number of software modules.
Benefits of using Ceramill Mind





Automatic user guidance for maximum process safety and easy operation
Considerable time savings through intuitive workflow following dental logic
Perfect matching of scanning and CAM processes guarantees uninterrupted work
Future-safe due to continuous expansion of upgrade modules

Reads and sends STL-files to provide a high level of flexibility
Indication spectrum











Fully anatomical and anatomically reduced crowns and bridges
Inlays/Onlays
Veneers
Maryland bridges
Reducing wax-ups Press-over
Telescopes Individual abutments (Upgrade Ceramill M-Plant module)
Multi-unit, screw-retained bridges (Upgrade Ceramill M-Plant module)
Attachment Bars (Upgrade Ceramill M-Bars module)
Splints (Upgrade Ceramill M-Splint module)
Provisional shell restorations (Upgrade Ceramill Microshell module)

Match 2 nesting software is included within the software package, to enable you to add an Amann
Girrbach milling device if required.
On confirmation of the agreement you will receive 6 hours training on the installation and use of the
scanner and software at our Flimwell, East Sussex training centre or at our HQ in Hull. On completion
of the training you can take your new scanner away with you.
The rental term is for a minimum of 90 days and then on a 30 day rolling contract. You may opt out at
any time after 90 days with 30 days written notice.
E&OE, Standard Terms and Conditions apply, subject to stock availability.
Yours faithfully
WHW Plastics Ltd
0800 0092 444

